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Abstract--We give banyan models for the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms for calculating the 
discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) of: (!) 2k-point data; (2) n-point data; (3) two-dimensional (n x n)- 
arrays of data and (4) #-dimensional n~-arrays of data. We discuss the parallel implementation f each 
of these FFT algorithms. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is an efficient method for computing the n-point 
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 
n- - I  
b,= ~ a~W% ( r=0 . . . . .  n - l ) ,  
u=0 
n - I  - -  of a sequence {a,}~=o={ao . . . . .  an_~} of n complex numbers. Here W=exp{-2rr i /n} is a 
primitive complex n th root of unity. The FFT algorithm was popularized by Cooley and Tukey 
[H. 
Define a step of calculation as a complex multiplication by a power of W followed by an addition. 
If n is a power of two, the FFT algorithm requires n. log2 n steps of computation, much less than 
the n 2 steps required by the straightforward calculation according to the above formula for the 
DFT. A similar economy of calculation was used by Danielson and Lanczos [2] to calculate X-ray 
scattering data from liquids. Even previous to this, Runge [3, 4] described an analogous method 
[5, 6]. 
The inverse DFT reproduces the complex numbers {a0,. . . ,a,_~} from their n-point DFT 
{b0 . . . . .  bn_ t} by the formula 
1 n~t 
a ,=-  b,W-" ,  (u =0 . . . . .  n - 1). 
nr=o 
We give banyan models [7] for the standard FFT algorithm, also called the decimation-in-time 
version. We describe parallel implementations [8] of the 2k-point, the n-point, the (n x n)-array, 
and the n"-array FFT algorithms. We remark in Section 9 that identical results hold for the 
decimation-in-frequency version of the FFT algorithm [9]. 
2. THE FOUR-POINT FFT ALGORITHM 
The four-point DFT {bo, b~, b2, b3 } of {a o, al, a2, a3 } can be computed as follows: let W be a 
primitive fourth root of unity. Compute first the ~s and then the bs: 
O~ 0~--- a O -]-- a 2 , 
~ = ao + a2 W 2, 
~2 ~ al + a3, 
OC 3 = a I + a3 W 2, 
b0 = ~0 -F- 0~ 2, 
bl = ~l + ~3 IV, 
b2 = ~0 + ~2 W2, 
b3 = ~l + ~3 W3. 
These operations constitute the four-point FFT algorithm, represented by the flow chart shown 
in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The flow chart for the FFT algorithm for four data points. 
3. BANYANS 
The flow chart in Fig. l is a banyan, that is, a directed graph (digraph) having exactly one path 
from each source node to each terminal node [7]. The indegree (outdegree) of a node in a digraph 
is the number of edges going in (out) of the node. The source (terminal) nodes of a digraph are 
those nodes having indegree (outdegree) qual to zero. In Fig. 1, {a0, al, a2, a3 } represent the source 
nodes and {b0, b~, bE, b 3 } represent the terminal nodes. A k-level banyan is a banyan such that each 
path from a source node to a terminal node has length k. A (s,f, k)-regular banyan is a k-level 
banyan having the same fan-in (indegree) s at each non-source node, and the same fan-out 
(outdegree) f at each non-terminal node. In Fig. l, the digraph is a (2, 2, 2)-regular banyan. 
An l-level node is a node having a path length l from some source node. A (pt, P2,- •. ,  Pk)'level 
regular banyan is a k-level banyan whose/-level nodes have fan-in Pt and whose (l - 1)-level nodes 
have fan-out Pt, for (l = 1 . . . . .  k). Simple counting arguments show that the number of/-level 
nodes in a (Pl,P2 . . . .  ,pk)-level regular banyan is n =PtP:...Pk for each l. 
We shall call digraphs B~ and B~ compatible if there are integers N and M such that B~ consists 
of N disjoint digraphs each with M terminal nodes and B2 consists of M disjoint digraphs each 
with N source nodes. A cross-connection digraph B~ ~) B: of two compatible digraphs is a digraph 
obtained by identifying each terminal node of B t with a source node of B2 by a 1-1, onto map 
such that source nodes in the same component of B, are mapped to different components of B2. 
Lemma 
Let B~ be a digraph consisting of q~... qt disjoint (p,, . . . ,pk)-level regular banyans and let B2 
be a digraph consisting of p, . . .  Pk disjoint (q~ . . . . .  q~)-level regular banyans. Then any cross- 
connection digraph B~ ~ B2 is a (Pt . . . . .  Pk, q, . . . . .  q~)-level regular banyan. In particular, if B~ 
consists of 2 t disjoint (2, 2, k)-regular banyans, and B2 consists of 2 k disjoint (2, 2,/)-regular 
banyans, then Bt ~ B2 is a (2, 2, k +/)-regular banyan. 
The flow chart, shown in Fig. 1, for the four-point FFT algorithm is a (2, 2, 2)-regular banyan. 
It is also a (2, 2)-level regular banyan. It can be written as B, ~ B2 where B, and B2 each consist 
of two disjoint (2, 2, 1)-regular banyans. However, there is another (2, 2, l)-regular banyan which 
does not factor. Let n = PtP2.. • Pk" We shall say that a (p~, P2 . . . . .  pk)-level regular banyan factors 
regularly if it can be written as a cross-connection digraph B t ~ • • • ~B k of compatible digraphs, 
where each Bt consists of n/p~ disjoint (Pt,Pt, 1)-regular banyans. 
4. THE EIGHT-POINT FFT ALGORITHM 
The eight-point DFT {b0 . . . . .  b7 } of {a0 . . . . .  a7 } is given as follows: let W be a primitive ighth 
root of unity. Compute first the ~s, then the fls, and finally the bs: 
• o = a0 + a4, fl0 = ct0 + at2, b0 = fl0 + f14, 
0q = a0 + a4 W 4, fll = ctl + ~3 W2, b~ = fll + f15 W, 
ct: = a2 + a6, f12 = ~0 + ~2 W4, b2 = f12 "~ f16 W2, 
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~3 = a~ W ao W 4, 
~4 = aj q- a 5, 
~5 = at + a5 W 4, 
o~ 6= a 3 q- a 7 , 
• 7 = a3 -t- a7 W 4, 
~3 = Oq + Ot 3 W 6, 
f14 = oq + ~6, 
[35 = ~ + ~7 W 2, 
[16 = ~4 "31- 0~6 W4, 
[3~ = ~5 + ~7 W 6, 
b3 = [13 + Br W 3, 
b, = flo + fl4 W' ,  
b5 = fll + ,65 W 5, 
b6 = f12 + fl6 W6, 
b7 = #3 + [17 W 7. 
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These operations constitute the eight-point FFT algorithm and are represented by the flow chart 
shown in Fig. 2 (cf. Ref. [5, Fig. 5]). This flow chart is both a (2, 2, 3)-regular banyan and a 
(2, 2, 2)-level regular banyan. It factors regularly as B~ ~ B2 ~ B3 where B~, B2, and B3 each consist 
of four (2, 2, 1)-regular banyans. Figure 2 has been drawn with the source nodes in bit-reversed 
order [5, 10]. 
I I I 
Fig. 2. The flow chart for the FFT algorithm for eight data points. 
5. THE 2k-POINT FFT ALGORITHM 
We define inductively the 2*-point FFT algorithm and find its flow chart. The 2t-point FFT 
algorithm is just the 2-point DFT whose flow chart is a (2, 2, 1)-regular banyan. Assume inductively 
that the 2 k- ~-point FFT algorithm has been defined and that its flow chart is a (2, 2, k - 1)-regular 
banyan which factors regularly. Put N = 2 k- J, and let W be a primitive 2Nth root of unity. The 
2N-point DFT of ' ~ ' -  ta,?,=o can be written 
where 
br=flr ,  o+ Wrfl~.~(r =O, . . . ,2N-  1), (1) 
N- I  
#r.,-= ~ a2~+s(W2)~r(r =0, . . .  ,N -  l;s =0, 1). 
I=0 
{Pr,, }r=0 are {fl,.0}r=0 and the N-point DFTs of the even and odd data points The quantities N- ~ N- 
{a0, a2 . . . . .  a2N} and {a~, a3 . . . . .  a2u_ ~}, respectively. By the inductive assumption, we compute 
both by N-point FFT algorithms. The flow chart B~ for this consists of two disjoint 
(2, 2, k -  1)-regular banyans. The flow chart for equation (1), after identifying [1r+u., with fir, 
CA.MWA [5 4~F 
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consists of N disjoint (2, 2, l)-regular banyans. Thus, the flow chart of the 2k-point FFT algorithm 
is in the form B~ ~9 B2, which is a (2, 2, k)-regular banyan that factors regularly. Thus, Theorem 
l follows. 
Theorem 1 
The flow chart of the 2k-point FFT algorithm is a (2, 2, k)-regular banyan, which factors 
regularly as a cross-connection digraph Bt ~ • • • ~ Bk such that each Bz consists of 2 k- ~ disjoint 
(2, 2, 1)-regular banyans. 
6. PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION 
The flow chart (Fig. 2) for the eight-point FFT algorithm suggests the following parallel "real 
time" implementation [8]. Suppose that one has 24 processors each capable of performing a single 
step of computation, that is, one complex multiplication and one addition. We define a para l le l  
s tep  of computation to be the parallel occurrence of one complex multiplication and one addition. 
Place one such processor at each of the nodes labelled with a subscripted ~,//, or b in Fig. 2. In 
this implementation, the values {% . . . . .  g7 } are all computed simultaneously b the first set of eight 
processors in one parallel step. Next the values {//0 . . . . .  l/7} are all calculated by the second set 
of processors in a second parallel step. Finally, the DFT itself, {b0 . . . . .  b 7 }, is calculated by the 
third set of processors in the third parallel step. In this para l le l  implementation, three parallel steps 
of computation are required to compute the eight-point DFT. 
Table 1 illustrates the similar economy of calculation possible in the parallel implementation f 
the 2k-point FFT algorithm. The number of processors is 2k.k, the fan-in at each node (or 
processor) is two, and the number of parallel steps needed is k. We call a processor at an/-level 
node an l - l eve l  p rocessor .  There are no savings due to "trivial" multiplications since all the 
(1 - 1)-level processors must finish before the/-level processors can start, and there are nontrivial 
multiplications at each level. 
7. THE n-POINT FFT ALGORITHM AND ITS PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION 
We define inductively the n-point FFT algorithm for (the factorization)  = P~P2. • • Pk,  and find 
its flow chart. The p~ need not be prime. For k = 1, the p:point FFT algorithm is just the p:point 
DFT whose flow chart is a (Pl)-level regular banyan. Assume inductively that the N-point FFT 
algorithm for the product N = P~P2.  • • Pk - t of length k - 1 has been defined and that its flow chart 
is a (p~,  P2 . . . . .  Pk - ~ )-level regular banyan which factors regularly. Write n = Npk.  For notational 
convenience, put p = Pk. Let W be a primitive n th root of unity. A standard calculation shows that 
{au}u=o is given by the n-point DFT of , - t  
p- I  
br = 2 Wtr//r.t( r = 0 . . . . .  n - 1), (2 )  
i=o 
where 
N- I  
//r.l = ~ asp+l(WP)sr(  l = 0 . . . . .  p - 1; r = 0 . . . . .  N - 1). 
s~0 
Table 1. The number of processors, the fan-in at 
each, and the number of parallel steps in the n-point 
parallel implementation f the FFT 
Table 2. The number of processors, the fan-in at 
Parallel each, and the number of parallel steps in the n-point 
n Processors Fan-in steps parallel implementation of the FFT for three 
22 8 2 2 different factorizations of n = 1024 
23 24 2 3 Parallel 
24 64 2 4 n Processors Fan-in steps 
25 160 2 5 
2 t° 10240 2 10 2 I° 10240 2 10 
22° 20 x 220 2 20 4 s 5120 4 15 
23° 30 x 23° 2 30 325 2048 32 62 
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The quantities {flr, i}N~.O I are  the N-point DFTs of the p (=Pk) disjoint, N-point data subsets 
{a~p+t}~__-0 ~ for (1 = 0 . . . . .  p - 1). By the inductive assumption, we compute these by N-point FFT 
algorithms for (the factorization) N = P~P2.. • Pk-  ~. The flow chart B~ for this consists ofpk disjoint 
(P~, P2 . . . . .  Pk-~)-level regular banyans. The flow chart B2 for equation (2), after identifying 8, + N., 
with f,., consists of N disjoint (Pk, Pk, 1)-regular banyans. Thus, the flow chart for the n-point FFT 
algorithm is in the form B t ~B2, which is a (p , ,p~, . . .  ,/,,)-level regular banyan. Thus we have 
Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2 
The flow chart for the n-point FFT algorithm for (the factorization) n =P IP2 . . .Pk  is a 
(P~,P2 . . . . .  pk)-level regular banyan, which factors regularly as the cross-connection digraph 
B~ @ B2@ . . .  @Bk, where each Bt consists of n/pt disjoint (Pt, Pt, D-regular banyans. 
A corresponding parallel implementation f the n-point FFT algorithm exists. The number of 
processors i  nk. The fan-in at each /-level processor is p~. The number of parallel steps is 
k 
(p , -  1), 
l=1 
since P t -  1 parallel steps are required by a processor with fan-in p~. When n = pk, the number of 
parallel steps is k(p  - 1). 
Consider the example of 1024 data points. This number factors as 2 ~°, as 45 and as 322. Table 2 
shows the number of processors, the fan-in at each processor, and the number of parallel steps 
for each factorization. 
8. THE (n x n)-ARRAY AND nU-ARRAY FFT ALGORITHMS,  
AND THEIR PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATIONS 
In the above sections we have considered one-dimensional data sequences. Many interesting 
applications of the DFT including those to computer vision involve the two-dimensional n x n 
array {a,.~.}].~,~0 of complex numbers. The (n x n)-array DFT of this array is 
n--[  
b, .s= ~ a , .~W'+~"( r , s=O . . . . .  n- l ) ,  
U,V=0 
where W is a primitive nth root of unity. 
We define inductively the (n x n)-array FFT algorithm for (the factorization)  = P,P2. • • gk and 
find its flow chart. The (p~ x p~)-array FFT algorithm is just the (p, x p, )-array DFT, whose flow 
chart is a (p~)-level regular banyan. Assume inductively that the (N x N)-array FFT 
algorithm for the product N = P~P2. • • Pk-J  of length k - 1 has been defined and that its flow chart 
is a (p~, p~ . . . . .  p~,_ ~)-level regular banyan which factors regularly. Put n = Npk, and write p = Pk, 
for convenience. A standard calculation shows that the (n x n)-array DFT of {a~.v)~,,~,~0 is given 
by 
p- - I  
hr.s= E Wxr+ySflr. s;x.y(r's =0 . . . . .  n - -  1) ,  (3 )  
x.y=O 
where 
N-I 
= a . ,+x . . ,+y(w")  "r+L's, 
U,v=O 
N- I  for (x ,y=0 . . . . .  p - l ; r , s=0, . . . ,N - l ) .  For each x,y the quantities {fir.s;x.y} .... 0 are 
(N x N)-array DFT's of disjoint, N × N sub-arrays of the original array. By the inductive 
assumption, we compute these by (N x N)-array FFT algorithms for the factorization 
N =p~p2 .p , _ , .  The flow chart B~ for this consists ofp~ disjoint 2 z • . (P~, P2, • • •, P~ -, )-level regular 
banyans. The flow chart B: for equation (3), after identifying fr,,+U:x.y and f,+u.s;x.y with f,.s-x.y 
consists of N 2 disjoint (p~,,p2, l)-regular banyans. Thus, the flow chart of the (n x n)-array FFT 
algorithm is in the form B~ ~B2, which is a (P~,P:2 . . . . .  p2)-level regular banyan. We state the 
following theorem for the nU-array FFT algorithm. 
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Theorem 3 
The flow chart of the n~-array FFT algorithm for the factorization =PlP2 . . .Pk  is a 
(p~,p~ . . . . .  p~)-level regular banyan which factors regularly as the cross-connection digraph 
B~ ~ . . .  ~ Bk, where each Bt consists of (n/pl)" disjoint (PL Pf, 1)-regular banyans. 
There is a parallel implementation f the n~-array FFT algorithm for n = Pt • • • Pk. In the parallel 
implementation, the number of processors i n'k .  The fan-in at each/-level processor is p~. The 
number of parallel steps is Ek~0(p~ ' -  1). When n =pk ,  the number of processors is (p~-1)k.  
9. MODIF IED FFT ALGORITHMS 
There is a modified FFT algorithm called the decimation-in-frequency version [9]. We define 
inductively the modified, n-point FFT algorithm for the factorization  =P IP2 . . .Pk  and find its 
flow chart. For k = l, the modified FFT algorithm is just the DFT. Assume inductively that the 
modified, N-point FFT algorithm for the product N =PIP2 . .  "Pk-I of length k -  1 has been 
defined and that its flow chart is a (Pk- ~ . . . . .  p~)-level regular banyan which factors regularly. Let 
W be a primitive Nth root of unity, and put p -Pk  for convenience. We let 
p--I 
O~y,x = W xy ~ auN+y(WN) xu, (4) 
u=O 
for (x =0 . . . . .  p -  1;y =0 . . . . .  N -1 ) .  Then the n-point DFT {b,}7_:d can be written (with 
s =-rp +x)  as 
N- I  
b~p+~ = ~ (Wr)r'0ty.x, 
y=O 
where (r = 0 . . . . .  N -  1; x = 0 . . . . .  p - 1). The quantities {b,p+x},S~-o  are the N-point DFT's of 
certain disjoint sets N- {~ty.x}y.0 for (x = 0 . . . . .  p - 1). By the inductive assumption, we compute 
these using modified, N-point FFT algorithms for the factorization N = PIP2. • • Pk. The flow chart 
B~ for this consists of Pk disjoint (Pk-~ . . . . .  p~)-level regular banyans. The flow chart B2 for 
equation (4) consists of N disjoint (Pk,Pk, 1)-regular banyans. Thus, the flow chart for the modified, 
n-point FFT algorithm is in the form B2 ~ B~, which is a (Pk, Pk- I . . . . .  p~ )-level regular banyan. 
We state the theorem for the modified, n~-array FFT algorithm (and the order of the factorization 
of n reversed). 
Theorem 4 
The flow chart of the modified, n~-array FFT algorithm for the factorization  = PkPk- ~ • • • Pt 
is a (p~, p~ . . . . .  p~,)-level regular banyan which factors regularly as the cross-connection digraph 
BI ~. . .  ~ Bk, where each Bi consists of (n /pt~ disjoint (P f ,PL  l)-regular banyans. 
A parallel implementation of the modified, n~-array FFT algorithm exists. The number of 
processors i n~'k. The fan-in at each/-level processor is p~'. The number of parallel steps is ~k  ~p~,, 
taking account of the "twiddle factors" W xy in equation (4). For n = pk, the number of parallel 
steps is p"k. 
10. COMMENTS 
The level-regular banyans involved in the various versions of the FFT algorithm have all factored 
regularly as cross-connection digraphs of numerous, mall, disjoint, regular banyans. This suggests 
an alternative arrangement of the parallel processing network for the FFT algorithm. These disjoint 
banyan etworks might be adopted as the modular pieces of the network in the place of processors 
at each node. 
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